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In polycrystalline alloys, fatigue damage is strongly influenced by the microstructure.
Nowadays crystal plasticity models can be used in order to take into account the crystal-
lography and microstructural mechanisms but there is no consensus in the literature on
how to accurately predict crack initiation sites and their most significant mechanisms. The
present work focuses on a few numerical aspects to understand and predict the physical
mechanisms that lead to crack formation in high cycle fatigue in high-strength aluminium
alloys for aerospace applications.

The first challenge is the realistic modelling of the complex microstructure of the AA2139
alloy. This is done via two softwares, Neper and Dream3D. Once an ideal microstruc-
ture is generated, the model parameters can be calibrated against experimental curves
via a combination of homogenization methods and a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization
algorithm. This is done using the Z-set software’s optimization tool.

Crack initiation in this alloy is known to take place on intermetallic phases. We propose an
approach where we take these phases into consideration by submodelling. This approach
consists in a first global simulation of the polyscrystal without any intermetallic phases,
and a second local simulation on a single grain including an intermetallic. The boundary
conditions of this second simulation are the strain field of the global one at the interface.

The fatigue damage is then accounted for by Fatigue Indicator Parameters (FIP), com-
puted at the end of each simulation, both local and global. In the case of the local
simulation with the intermetallic phase, a special attention is paid to the averaged FIPs
around the intermetallic. Indeed, their value can be extreme and not representative as
they predict a crack initiation too soon. Several different FIPs [1] are considered to take
into account various phenomenon that may contribute to fatigue damage, such as surface
roughness, ratchetting [2] or stress concentration around the intermetallic phase.
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